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1. Introduction
This report draws upon the three case studies carried on by the IUAV team within the PICH project, which il-
lustrate each of the three categories identified in the proposal: historic urban core, industrial heritage and
urban landscape. Through the comparison of those three cases, it synthesises the main reforms in urban
planning and governance that had an impact upon heritage, explores how change in such heritage has been
managed and addresses the role played by heritage and sense of place in such processes. The following
thus gives an insight into the Italian context for the management of urban heritage, and in particular on
how such management has been characterised by successive convergences and divergences with planning.

2. Case studies presentation
2.1. Marghera garden city, Piazza del Mercato

Characteristics
In 1917 a new industrial area and harbour was created on the Venice mainland and annexed to the lagoon
city, as well as an urban district to accommodate workers. Known as Porto Marghera, it soon became one of
the main powerhouses and industrial hubs in Italy. However, the urban district, which was planned as
30.000-inhabitant garden city, grew slower than expected. The original ‘garden city’ design was thus soon
abandoned before post-war housing emergency and real estate development further modified its features.
Today, the modernisation of Venice and the urbanisation of the Venice mainland are still significant in its im-
pact. The town’s coherent layout, the contained dimensions, and abundant greenery strongly distinguish it
from the nearby Mestre.
The città giardino underwent a conservation process as a ‘significant area’ in the 1990s that was carried out
by both planning and heritage administrations. As much as the original garden city plan proved innovative
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in the early-20th century Italian context, such process constituted a rather progressive move decades later.
Urban renewal interventions were jointly conducted with a focus particularly on Marghera’s main square:
the piazza del Mercato.

Challenges
Marghera is essentially a residential urban district that suffered from the decline of the industrial area’s em-
ployment, and a chemical hazard that is still active. Conversely, a large mall inaugurated in 2015 completed
the settlement of a shopping centre hub at its opposite margin. The mall had a significant spatial impact, as
well as a negative effect on local shops and businesses. Today, Marghera is the district with the highest pro-
portion of foreigners among its inhabitants within the Venice municipality. This has raised issues regarding
services (schools above all) and uses of the public realm, but also has an impact on residents’ sense of
place.

Lessons
The conservation and promotion of the città giardino as urban heritage was essentially pursued and imple-
mented by experts. Residents in Marghera hardly related to their hometown’s built environment in historic
terms, but rather through their own memories and uses of it, which also characterised the significant sense
of community. The renewal of piazza del Mercato, which eventually led to the removal of the weekly open-
air market from the square, had a significant but mixed impact on residents’ perception and experience of
the space. Meanwhile, Marghera is still valued and managed as a mere peripheral district of Venice. Venice
instead concentrates local authorities and is figured as the epitome of historic urban cores.

2.2. Bovisa
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Characteristics
The north-western borough of Bovisa played a key role in the XXth-century industrialisation of Milan and
surrounding areas in terms of its relationship with the development of rail transport. The ‘Goccia’ was given
its ‘raindrop’ shape by the railways that surround it, and constituted the main gasworks in the Milan area.
Formerly characterised by open fields and scattered farmhouses, the area was progressively urbanised
throughout the century.
While the borough was often depicted in literature, cinema and visual arts, the working-class memory has
faded away, and the two remaining gasometers stand as mere landmarks of the industrial past. By the mid-
eighties, factories and plants had become redundant and were dismissed. The higher education institute of
architecture and planning, Politecnico di Milano took this opportunity to develop a new campus that partial-
ly reused industrial structures. But this process occurred only in part of the ‘Goccia’; the northern area was
fenced off in 1994 and made unavailable to redevelopment due to the contamination of its soils.

Challenges
Since no form of listing was applied in the area, the conservation of its built environment was subject to sta-
keholders’ interest, which is explicit only regarding the two remaining gasometers. Facing Italian legislation’s
restrictiveness in the field, stakeholders are still struggling to find the resources required to properly decon-
taminate the site, which in turn is the condition for its comprehensive redevelopment. Both the identifica-
tion of such resources and the modality of the successive redevelopment imply a strong partnership bet-
ween Politecnico, the Milan municipality, and private developers as well as civil society. The ‘Goccia’ thus
raises singular issues in the Milanese context, which is still a thriving laboratory for the regeneration of di-
smissed industrial areas.

Lessons
Due to the area’s scarce accessibility but also to its predominant use by Politecnico, the ‘Goccia’ has beco-
me much more marginal in Bovisa residents’ experience. Only recently, have attempts at civic engagement
and the activities of a local association contributed to draw attention to the ‘Goccia’ again. In the meanti-
me, the dismissed area has been covered with vegetation, and many residents would like to see reopen as a
park; a perspective that doesn’t match with Politecnico and other stakeholders’ plans. Greenery and leisure
thus appear to be values that could be related to industrial heritage when renewing a sense of place. This
applies almost exclusively to the built environment, while working-class culture has blatantly faded away
since the plants closed.
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2.3. Riviera del Brenta

Characteristics
The Riviera del Brenta extends between Padua and Venice, along the naviglio (or ‘canal’) Brenta. Included in
a land improvement system progressively developed by the Republic of Venice, the naviglio was used as a
transport and irrigation infrastructure. Meanwhile, Venetian patrician families elected its banks as a favouri-
te resort destination, making the Riviera famous for its numerous XVth- to XVIIIth-century villas and gar-
dens.
The Riviera was no exception to the urbanisation process that took place in Veneto from the 1960s. The
built environment was significantly densified, especially beyond the naviglio’s banks. Its population increa-
sed, and the nearby presence of key transport infrastructures such as the Padua-Venice highway, as well as
the intensification of commuting between the Riviera and the cities of Padua and Venice, caused traffic
pressure and overbuilding. On the other hand, agriculture has still remained a relevant activity in the Rivie-
ra, and tourism offers the opportunity for a new leisure use of historic villas and gardens.

Challenges
In addition to challenges that already exist, such as the Padua-Venice highway and the intermodal terminal
in Fusina (Venice), several large-scale transport and logistic infrastructures have been planned and only par-
tly realised. Further development and a consequent intensification of traffic could have a significant impact
on the Riviera’s landscape, as well as on agriculture and tourism development and its residents’ quality of li-
fe. The failed realisation of such heavy infrastructures is characteristic of the complex governance of the Ri-
viera, in which local administrations have made attempts to play a bigger role -including the municipality of
Mira.

Lessons
Attempts to enhance governance at the Riviera’s level have been made by several local authorities. Munici-
palities, but also business associations have played a key role in this. Although efforts have been made, citi-
zens call for an improvement of interconnected public realm and green infrastructures. In addition, environ-
mentalist associations have nurtured engagement across the Riviera against large-scale developments. A
spontaneous network of farmers, craftsmen, activists and consumers has been promoting a ‘slow’ develop-
ment of the Riviera’s territory. Although this movement relates to a general environmental sensibility rather
than a specific awareness of the Riviera’s landscape as heritage, some synergy is perceivable and may be
cultivated further.
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3. Reforms in urban planning and governance
The three Italian case studies illustrate how much various reforms in the national planning framework since
WWII affected urban heritage management, in addition to reforms in the heritage field itself. Heritage was
already tackled to some extent as a planning issue, and successive policies have enabled further embedding
of the theme within planning tools, but this process is still incomplete.

3.1. Fragmented planning frameworks

The Italian context has much evolved from the centralised planning framework set up by the seminal act of
1942 (L. 1150/1942, so-called Legge urbanistica) where municipalities were to elaborate their own master
plans before submitting them to the central government. Reform in public authorities, from the institution
of the regions in 1970 to that of metropolitan districts in 2014, has had various effects on planning and heri-
tage management. Thus regions have been made responsible for planning discipline and heritage promo-
tion, whilst conservation is still entitled to the central State through its local offices, the Soprintendenze,
which have been thoroughly reformed over the last few years. There is still some confusion on the division
of responsibilities - e. g. over that of local master plans’ approval - between regions and metropolitan di-
stricts, which government is in some cases not yet fully effective. Furthermore, the strong role given to re-
gions has resulted in a somewhat fragmented framework in which, for instance, not only the name but also
the contents of local master plans vary (PAT in Veneto, PGT in Lombardy). Regional landscape plans, which
were made compulsory by the landscape act of 1985 (legge Galasso) and reconfirmed by the Codice dei Be-
ni Culturali e del Paesaggio, still have to be completed and/or adopted in some regions. This has become a
critical issue for planning by way of their embedding - enabled by the Codice - within regional plans them-
selves, which coordinate planning tools produced provinces/metropolitan districts and municipalities.
Most industrial areas preceded the 1942 planning act, but even in the following decades they constituted
an exception within the national planning framework, as being considered only through their overall zoning
within local master plans. Due also to the dismissal of many plants - in the Goccia in Bovisa all had closed by
the early 1990s - they were particularly affected by significant innovations introduced in the 1990s within
the Italian planning framework. These include the introduction of direct election for mayors, tools for nego-
tiated planning in local contexts and the opportunity - as well as competition for - EU Structural and Cohe-
sion funds. Altogether, these factors resulted in an advance of project-based planning in which private sta-
keholders often took the initiative over local authorities. This brought opportunities for local (re-)develop-
ment, primarily in deprived areas. As for heritage, though, operations carried out would consider it at best
as an asset to be conserved rather than as a resource to be managed.
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3.2. A regulatory approach to heritage

Urban heritage management in Italy has been characterised by a strong regulatory approach, focused on hi-
storic urban cores (centri storici) and landscapes (paesaggi). A legislative framework based on listing has
been progressively developed from the two acts of 1939 dedicated to the conservation respectively of heri-
tage assets (L. 1089/1939) and ‘natural beauties’ (L. 1497/1939). Along with the 1942 planning act - elabo-
rated in a similar context -, they constituted the basis for planning and heritage management for the follwo-
wing decades. They are still referred to in the 2004 ‘Cultural Heritage and Landscape Code’ (Codice dei Beni
Culturali e del Paesaggio), which systematised previous legislation in the field, including crucial acts such as
the 1985 act (the so-called legge Galasso) dedicated to landscape conservation and planning, which itself si-
gnificantly updated the 1939 act. A constant in this framework has been the application of two forms of li-
sting, regarding respectively single buildings and their surroundings (vincolo monumentale) and ‘landscapes’
(vincolo paesaggistico). In both cases, the conservation of listed assets is overseen by local heritage offices
which depend upon the central government, the Soprintendenze.
Within the context of post-war reconstruction and real estate pressure, many architects and planners com-
mitted to the conservation of historic urban cores, resulting in statements such as the 1960 Carta di Gubbio
(‘Gubbio charter’) which enacted the birth of ANCSA, the ‘National Association for Historic-Artistic Urban
cores’, or, at the international level, the 1964 Venice Charter. A few years later, two successive acts (L.
765/1967 and DM 1444/1968, the so-called Legge ponte and Decreto sugli standard) set a new zoning disci-
pline as well as planning standards, introducing de facto historic urban cores as conservation areas, called
“A zones” in local master plans. Such areas are subject to restrictive planning norms and standards, limiting
further construction and interventions on their built environment.
This introduced a key tool for the conservation of urban heritage, which until then consisted mainly in the li-
sting of single buildings and/or complexes such as squares. Furthermore, such tool implied the responsibili-
ty of planning authorities - i.e. municipalities -, entitled to the definition and management “A zones” within
their master plans. This implied two distinct competences over the conservation of historic urban cores, en-
titled respectively to local authorities and offices responding to the central government - the Soprintenden-
ze -, which come together mainly through permits procedures. Indeed, permit applications regarding listed
assets and their surroundings within historic urban cores, are transferred from municipalities planning servi-
ces to the local Soprintendenza, which decision is definitive in case of significant interventions. A further
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overlap of competences characterises cases such as Marghera garden city - others include the historic urban
core of Verona - which was eventually listed as a ‘landscape’ (vincolo paesaggistico), extending the Venice
Soprintendenza’s responsibility over permits’ issue to the whole area.
Industrial heritage has a more critically ambiguous status: it is mentioned in the Codice dei Beni Culturali e
del Paesaggio but erratically conserved in practice, where adaptive reuse of single buildings stands out over
the comprehensive conservation and regeneration of entire areas. In addition to heritage legislation, which
sets a 50- to 70-years term for listing, regulation on the decontamination of brownfield areas is very restric-
tive and raises a critical issue as for responsibilities and the availability of funds. Conversely, landscape has
been a favored heritage category, which definition and management was extended and strengthened by the
1985 act (legge Galasso), and was dedicated a whole section within the aforementioned Code. Also in this
case, though, convergence with planning has been only partial, especially in regions where landscape plans
are still to be implemented.
A regulatory approach has been adopted in environmental policies as well, first through the adoption of the
national ‘Environment Code’ (Codice dell’Ambiente) in 2006. More recently, a bill addressing land take con-
tainment has been considered, while a regional act with this aim - considering urban as much as rural areas
- was adopted in Veneto in 2017. Although urban heritage is not directly addressed by such legislation, it
might benefit from their implementation in terms of conservation. Tax incentives were also introduced in
both fields, the so-called Art Bonus and Eco Bonus, which focus respectively on conservation or restoration
and energy efficiency.

3.3. Recent and future evolutions

Although they didn’t affect directly the three case studies confronted here, significant reforms have been in-
troduced which should be mentioned here. These include the national act on the safeguard of small towns
and villages (legge ‘salva borghi’) adopted in 2017, which expresses as much preoccupation for historic set-
tlements’ critical situation as awareness of the opportunities they offer. Such attention should be extended
to historic urban cores in general, for instance through the institution of a dedicated national ‘monitoring
unit’ (Osservatorio Nazionale sulle Città Storiche) - as proposed by ANCSA, the ‘National Association for Hi-
storic-Arstistic Urban Cores’.
Various policies recently introduced show a renewed approach to heritage, associating the necessity for its
conservation to its inclusion in development policies. These include the ‘strategic plan for tourism’ (Piano
strategico del turismo 2017-2022) issued by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, which emphasise the role
of preserved and thriving historic urban cores and landscapes in Italy’s attractiveness, and the ‘National
Landscape Charter’ (Carta Nazionale del Paesaggio) promoted by the same Ministry in 2017, and which fur-
ther echoes the European Landscape Convention, especially in terms of civic engagement. Another example
is the introduction of ‘shopping districts’ (distretti del commercio) by some regions including Veneto, which
aims at supporting local shops and businesses, while promoting and preserving urban areas’ qualities.

4. The management of change
Within the Italian planning and heritage management framework briefly evoked above through significant
reforms, the three cases considered have expressed local forms of management of change in their built en-
vironment. Although much different in nature, as well as for their contexts - Marghera and the Riviera are si-
tuated in the Venice Metropolitan district in Veneto, the Goccia in Milan, Lombardy -, they have shown simi-
lar processes as well as singularities regarding such management.

4.1. Conservation vs. planning?

Case studies have shown that a variety of actors are involved to some extent in heritage management, de-
pending on the categories adopted by the PICH project - historic urban cores, industrial heritage and urban
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landscape. Local authorities including in particular municipalities have played a decisive role in all cases as
for planning and (re-)development, and sometimes experimented innovative policies and/or operations. In-
stead, heritage administrations’ - namely the Soprintendenze - competence is limited to the conservation of
listed assets and areas. In addition to a dramatic reduction of resources undergone by all public authorities,
recent reforms in the heritage administration has further weakened the Soprintendenze.
Dismissed industrial areas may raise cultural organisations’ interest, or that of a higher education institute
in the case of the ‘Goccia’ in Milan, elected by Politecnico di Milano to realise a new campus. In order to fa-
ce costs implied by the area’s regeneration, Politecnico partnered with private developers, in agreement
with the municipality. The Milanese outskirts have been thriving with similar triple-helix partnerships, whe-
re the emphasis is put rather on adaptive and creative reuse of distinctive buildings, than on the compre-
hensive preservation of former industrial areas’ built environment and intangible heritage. Significant real-
estate operations as well as heavy infrastructures were also endeavoured in the Riviera del Brenta and at
the margins of the città giardino in Marghera, sometimes with the support of the Veneto Region. In order to
pool resources and foster local forms of governance, different partnerships were experimented from the
1990s, when as evoked above planning underwent a turn towards project-based and (public-private) nego-
tiated processes. Examples of this are the agreement undersigned in 1997 by Politecnico di Milano, the Mi-
lan municipality and private stakeholders over the ‘Goccia’ area as well as the Patto Territoriale della Riviera
del Brenta (undersigned by local authorities and other stakeholders in 2001 but never ratified) and the
PRUSST (‘programme for regeneration and regional sustainable development of the territory’) for the same
area. A significant part of them was blocked by regulation, but also by the commitment of civil society.
On the whole, heritage conservation and planning appear incompletely articulated also in the management
of change at the local level. Listing, rather than such management, seems to secure a monitoring of heritage
emergences. On the other hand, it may be bypassed by special legislation introducing exceptions - regional
applications of the ‘housing programme’ Piano casa are a case in point - or specific operations endorsed by
upper-tier authorities such as regions. Finally, whilst some civic engagement is foreseen in planning practi-
ce, it is rarely considered in heritage management.

4.2. Around heritage: the third sector and business associations as key actors

The role of local associations has been relevant in all three cases; significantly though, such associations are
characterised by environmental preoccupations rather than a sheer interest for heritage. This is the case of
Opzione Zero, which is committed as much to institutional action (such as the formulation of observations
to plans before their definitive approval) as to raising civic awareness (through their blog and social net-
works pages, petitions, public meetings) in the Riviera del Brenta. Their main objective is to block further ce-
mentification (hence their name, ‘the zero option’), and to avoid the materialisation of the ‘devastation
map’ they published to emphasise the spatial impact of both existing and planned real estate developments
and infrastructures. Similarly, Comitato La Goccia was born to halt the decontamination operation which
the municipality had started in the area thanks to special funds from the government. The group of citizens
argued that the operation didn’t follow the due procedure and took no consideration of the area’s evolu-
tion: since its enclosure in 1994 it had been overgrown with trees and vegetation which, they argued, itself
contributed to decontamination. They also perceived the wood to have become part of the area’s heritage.
More explicitly related to heritage, even though often in a rather commodified sense, is the action of the
Pro Loco, or local tourism development associations, which organise fairs and other activities in the Riviera
del Brenta’s villas or along the naviglio itself. On the whole, the third sector’s action in terms of planning has
proved rather reactive than constructive, whether it be due to a lack of scarse civic engagement from autho-
rities, or merely to differing views. Instead, its role in raising civic awareness, also on the respective areas’
heritage, appears decisive. In Marghera, this has been supported by the local ward, within the limits of the
latter’s resources - use of facilities, patronage or direct involvement of representatives.
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Some business associations - generally local sections of national federations such as Confcommercio, Confe-
sercenti or Confartigianato - have been remarkably proactive in promoting local development; although he-
ritage has been but marginally in considered in their initiatives, this may be changing. ASCOM Marghera -
Confcommercio has for instance supported cultural initiatives in piazza Mercato since 2004, and recently
started working to the recognition of Marghera as a ‘shopping district’, just as the municipal partnership
Unione dei Comuni Città della Riviera del Brenta did in its area. Introduced by the Veneto region in 2014,
‘shopping districts’ (distretti del commercio) are designated by the same authority and provided special
funds, with the aim to promote local shops and businesses in historic urban cores. Still in the Riviera del
Brenta, an informal network of a farmers, grocers, ethical purchasing groups (gruppo di acquisto solidale,
GAS) and consumers has developed and promoted initiatives such as the fair and festival ‘Si può fare!’ (‘We
can make it!’) held in Mira since 2016. Here also heritage is not the focus; but cultivating the Riviera’s land-
scape, as well as regenerating local shops and businesses in Marghera, can have but a positive impact - be it
only by valuing their historic environments. At the same time, more awareness of their heritage appears all
but incompatible with (fair) local development, and may reveal further opportunities and synergies.

5. Heritage and Sense of Place
5.1. Towards more civic engagement in heritage?

Civic engagement in heritage in Italy is pursued mostly by by associations such as Italia Nostra or FAI (foun-
ded respectively in 1955 and 1975, the latter being inspired by the British National Trust) inaddition to mu-
seums and other cultural institutions. Instead, the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio doesn’t foresee
civic engagement in heritage, and generally only citizens applying for permits are confronted with the heri-
tage conservation offices, namely the local Soprintendenze. As observed in Marghera, such confrontation is
often problematic: the Soprintendenze, if at all, are perceived as a bureaucratic and somewhat arbitrary po-
wer, which tends to reject permit applications and sets too restrictive norms on listed buildings and urban
landscapes.
Recently, the ‘Report on the State of Landscape Policies’ (Rapporto sullo stato delle politiche per il paesag-
gio) commissioned by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in preparation of the ‘Landscape Convention’
held in Rome on October 25-26, 2017, has emphasised the need for civic engagement in landscape - and
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more generally cultural heritage - management, with reference also to the European Landscape Convention.
The report mentions the role, but also the scarce diffusion, of local ‘landscape monitoring units’ (Osservato-
ri locali del paesaggio), which could be further supported and involved in planning.
As for planning, although regional acts may foresee civic involvement (partecipazione) to some extent inclu-
ding that of Veneto, only Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna and Puglia have adopted a specific act in that sense, that
address planning and policy in general.

5.2. Uses of heritage

The three Italian cases show how much uses determine sense of place; an illustration of this is the renewed
interest for the ‘Goccia’ area following its partial accessibility and experiments towards citizens’ involve-
ment. Rather than a strong awareness of the case areas’ heritage, there seems to be a keen appreciations of
qualities such as greenery and opportunities for leisure. Last but not least, citizens also relate to heritage
through their personal memories. In general, whereas the Goccia case is rather specific for the small num-
ber of its inhabitants, citizens express a strong feeling of belonging both the Marghera and to the Riviera del
Brenta.
Heavy-impact real estate or infrastructure developments generally raise opposition among active citizens
and associations, which are often able to obtain wider support, and thus to exert decisive pressure on au-
thorities. Although such conflicts are motivated rather by preoccupations for the safeguard of the environ-
ment and quality of life than by care for heritage, they show that citizens generally value historic environ-
ments and see their conservation (in broad terms) as an achievement.

6. Policy brief in the Italian context
6.1.  Fragmented planning frameworks and a regulatory approach to heritage

Against calls for a national document disciplining planning, the 2001 constitutional reform gave way to re-
gional planning acts, resulting in a rather fragmented framework. Common themes have been tackled in so-
me regions while similar attempts at the national level failed: this is the case for land take, against which
specific acts were adopted in Lombardy and Veneto, preceding  a bill still under examination in Parliament -
which faces its application according to regional planning acts. Forms of coordination at the national level
are implemented mainly through sectoral programmes such as the funds made available for deprived areas
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(Bandi periferie).
Cultural heritage has instead been provided with a coherent framework by the adoption in 2004 of the ‘Cul-
tural Heritage and Landscape Code’ (Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio). Systematising decades of re-
form in the field, the ‘Code’ focuses on regulation and on the attribution of competences between admini-
strations. It has been regularly reformed since, including a heavy administrative reorganisation of local heri-
tage offices, the Soprintendenze, which further reduced their resources.
Both planning and heritage management have undergone the effects of special legislation introducing ex-
ceptions - regional applications of the ‘housing programme’ Piano casa introduced in 2009 are a case in
point - or specific real-estate and heavy infrastructure operations endorsed by upper-tier authorities.
Meanwhile, some simplification was introduced in permits’ applications to the Soprintendenze and munici-
palities, which are a key interface between citizens and heritage authorities.

6.2. Recent and future evolutions

The ‘Report on the State of Landscape Policies’ (Rapporto sullo stato delle politiche per il paesaggio) com-
missioned by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in preparation of the ‘Landscape Convention’ held in Ro-
me on October 25-26, 2017, emphasises the need for civic engagement in landscape - and more generally
cultural heritage - management, with reference also to the European Landscape Convention. The report
mentions the role, but also the scarce diffusion, of local ‘landscape monitoring units’ (Osservatori locali del
paesaggio), which could be further supported and involved in planning.
The national act on the safeguard of small towns and villages (legge ‘salva borghi’) adopted in 2017 expres-
ses as much preoccupation for historic settlements’ critical situation as awareness of the opportunities they
offer. Such attention should be extended to historic urban cores in general, for instance through the institu-
tion of a dedicated national ‘monitoring unit’ (Osservatorio Nazionale sulle Città Storiche) - as proposed by
ANCSA, the ‘National Association for Historic-Arstistic Urban Cores’.
Although it may be too late to harmonise both regional planning acts and landscape plans, at least their im-
plementation should be coordinated at the national level through a constant confrontation between admi-
nistrations.
Various policies recently introduced show a renewed approach to heritage, associating the necessity for its
conservation to its inclusion in development policies. These include the ‘strategic plan for tourism’ (Piano
strategico del turismo 2017-2022) issued by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, which emphasise the role
of preserved and thriving historic urban cores and landscapes in Italy’s attractiveness. Another example is
the introduction of ‘shopping districts’ (distretti del commercio) by some regions including Veneto, which
aims at supporting local shops and businesses, while promoting and preserving urban areas’ qualities.

6.3. Criticalities and Opportunities

Historic urban cores
Statutory planning and norms appear insufficient to tackle depopulation and the collapse of activities
not related to tourism. A national framework should allow local applications of tax incentives in favour
of residents and activities. Local ‘business districts’ could be promoted by a national framework.
Deregulation and devolution without a consequent transfer of resources have resulted in a dramatic re-
duction of services. Minimum standards should be resumed and implemented, for instance through the
use of planning fees or tourist city taxes’ revenues.
Local administrations tackle issues shared by many of them. The institution of a national ‘monitoring
unit’ in close relationship with them could promote best practices and orient policies at the national le-
vel.

Industrial heritage
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Due both to their scarce accessibility and decontamination and redevelopment costs, industrial areas
have been regenerated without much care for their heritage. National programmes for  urban regenera-
tion should promote industrial heritage as an asset.
Heritage legislation sets a 50- to 70- years’ limit for listing, which emphasises chronology rather than si-
gnificance. Such limit should be reconsidered, while forms of agreement between developers and heri-
tage administrations over industrial heritage conservation should be promoted.
Industrial heritage conservation is generally limited to buildings and fabric. Further policy tackling civic
engagement in heritage (e. g. the ‘landscape charter’ contemplated during the ‘Landscape Convention’
of October 25-26, 2017) should emphasise the relationships between industrial heritage and workers’
culture.

Urban landscapes
Landscape has been a key theme in planning and heritage management for decades, but with limited
application. Regional landscape plans should be completed and adopted where still missing, and their
implementation monitored and enhanced by constant confrontation between regional authorities, pos-
sibly through dedicated committees (Osservatori regionali per la qualità del paesaggio).
Landscapes are appreciated by citizens mainly in terms of greenery and leisure. This should be taken in
consideration as for their management, while further awareness of their heritage should be cultivated
by civic engagement, for instance through the development of local ‘monitoring units’.
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